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Insurer MSL have partnered up with 
insurance broker Routen Chaplin to 
create breakdown cover with exclu-
sive features to meet the needs of our 
VSCC Members.  VSCC Assist seeks 
to address gaps in the cover provided 
by others and is designed for all types 
of owners and cars. There are UK 
only or UK & European cover options 
available to give you flexibility to travel 
wherever your heart desires. 

Designed with VSCC Members in 
mind, specialist repairers will assist in 
the event of a breakdown. This means 
that you will have a mechanic on the 
scene who understands the inner 
workings of your ‘old’ car and will set 
up a local repair if roadside repair is 
not possible.

With many VSCC Members taking 
part in Club events all over the country 
we wanted a service that covered ve-
hicles and trailers not only getting to 
the event safely, but also getting home 
after a day competing which may 
have resulted in a mechanical failure.  
VSCC Assist provides this level of cov-
er.  Furthermore, this policy covers 
your spouse to drive your vehicle at 
no extra cost and any other additional 
driver at a small fee. 

Planning on exploring Europe in your 
vintage car? If you’re not bilingual, 
there’s no need to worry, should your 
car breakdown, multilingual staff are 
available to effectively communicate 
between all parties to ensure nothing  
is lost in translation.  



Insured by MSL and available through Routen Chaplin

Key Features: 
- Insured spouse cover in any vehicle as a driver and passenger

- Roadside assistance

- No vehicle age limits

- Nationwide recovery/European recovery

- Home assist

- Event cover including breakdowns for vintage and classic cars travelling to or        
participating in track events, rallies, trials etc.

-Trailer cover including breakdown to the trailer itself and recovery of vehicles 
being carried (up to 7 metres long)

- £100,000 legal expenses cover included

- Option to include additional drivers in designated vehicles for a small fee
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This MSL breakdown cover offers flexibility and tailored coverage for VSCC 
Members and only costs £99 for UK only and £150 for UK & European cover  
which is a small price to pay for specialist cover aimed at getting you back on 
the road.

For more information about VSCC Assist, call Routen Chaplin at 0115 973 
7307 or enquire via email at insurance@routenchaplin.co.uk

Inval Holdings Ltd registered in England No. 847184 trading as Routen Chaplin is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority for general insurance business. FCA number 304376. You can check this on the FCA’s register by visiting the FCA’s web-
site. To contact the FCA you can call 0845 606 9966 or email. 

Exclusions include but are not limited to assistance following costs incurred in addition to a 
standard callout where service cannot be undertaken at the roadside because the vehicle is not 
carrying a serviceable spare wheel it is capable of carrying, an aerosol repair kit, appropriate jack, 
or the locking mechanisms for the wheels are not immediately available to remove the wheels, 
breakdown due to poor maintenance relating to fluids, the cost of any parts, components or ma-
terials used to repair the Vehicle, the use of specialist equipment occasionally required because 
the vehicle is not between the kerbs assistance, if the vehicle is deemed to be illegal, untaxed, 
uninsured, unroadworthy or dangerous to transport, more than six callouts or claims exceeding 
£15,000 in any one insurance period, any claim within 24 hours of purchasing the policy. For more 
information regarding the exclusion of this policy, please speak with Routen Chaplin.




